1 Introduction
==============

Sequencing transcriptomes of single cells (scRNA-seq) is becoming increasingly common, as technology evolves and costs decline. Studying gene expression genome-wide at single cell resolution overcomes intrinsic limitations of bulk RNA sequencing, where expression levels are averaged over thousands or millions of cells. scRNA-seq enables researchers to more rigorously address questions about the cellular composition of tissues, the transcriptional heterogeneity and structure of 'cell types', and how this may change, for instance during development or in disease ([@bty260-B23]; [@bty260-B29]). Identifying group structure is therefore a crucially important step in most scRNA-seq data analyses, and it has yielded exciting discoveries of novel cell types and revealed previously un-appreciated sub-populations and heterogeneity of known types of cells ([@bty260-B23]).

Identifying group structure in scRNA-seq data is, however, not without challenges. Even for bulk RNA sequencing no gold standard has emerged in the field ([@bty260-B8]), and for single cell RNA sequencing several factors further complicate the task. These include additional biological heterogeneity induced by the inherent stochasticity of gene expression in single cells, and technical noise rooted in cell processing, cell lysis and library preparation from extremely low amounts of 'input' messenger RNA ([@bty260-B1]). The latter, for example, leads to dropout events, where no RNA is measured for a gene actually expressed in a cell. It is estimated that 50--95% of a cell's mRNA are not measured by current technologies ([@bty260-B1]; [@bty260-B38]). While the relative magnitude of such factors will depend on the specific technology used, it is fair to assume they play a role in most, if not all, scRNA-seq studies. Therefore, there is a need for computational approaches that take the specific nature of scRNA-seq data into account and enable researchers to accurately and reliably identify, visualize and explore group (or population) structure of single cells. To address that need we developed RAFSIL, a random forest (RF) based method for learning similarities between cells from single cell RNA sequencing experiments.

Related work includes clustering methods, which implicitly or explicitly rely on a similarity concept and are commonly used to group objects. Examples of approaches developed specifically for scRNA-seq data include the combination of Pearson correlation with robust k-means clustering ([@bty260-B12]), and the use of consensus clustering ([@bty260-B37]) to obtain stable cell groupings by [@bty260-B19]). [@bty260-B51] combine agglomerative clustering with principal component analysis (PCA), while [@bty260-B27] explore the use of neural networks (NNs) ([@bty260-B15]) for clustering and dimension reduction. More closely related to our work is SIMLR ([@bty260-B47]b), an approach based on multiple kernel learning ([@bty260-B24]) that directly learns similarities between single cells. However, SIMLR is built around a clustering paradigm, and the user is asked to provide the algorithm with a specific cluster number to guide similarity learning.

In contrast, RAFSIL similarities are based on random forests (RFs) ([@bty260-B4]), and our approach requires no prior information about group structure. We show RAFSIL learns similarities that faithfully represent group structure in scRNA-seq data; when used for dimension reduction and clustering they provide an accurate visualization of datasets and enable exploratory analyses for cell type identification and discovery. Importantly, RAFSIL compares favorably with the current state-of-the-art showing high accuracy and robustness, and we demonstrate how it enables the identification of technical variation that remains hidden with other approaches.

2 Methods
=========

We assume normalized gene expression data on log-scale of *n* cells for *p* genes is available, organized into a *p *×* n* expression matrix $\mathbf{X} = \left( \mathbf{x}_{1},\mathbf{x}_{2},\ldots,\mathbf{x}_{n} \right)$, where $\mathbf{x}_{i}$ indicates the expression of *p* genes in cell *i*$\mathbf{x}_{i} = \left( x_{i1},x_{i2},\ldots,x_{ip} \right)\prime$.

2.1 Gene filtering
------------------

We consider three types of gene filters for the scRNA-seq data matrix ***X***:

*All genes (ALL):* All genes in ***X*** are considered that have non-zero expression in at least one cell in the dataset. This is the most inclusive set of genes.

*Frequency filtering (FRQ):* Here, we consider only genes that are expressed in a certain fraction of cells. Specifically, we choose 6%, as reported by [@bty260-B19] for our analyses.

*Highly expressed genes (HiE):* The subset of frequency-filtered genes is further narrowed down to consider genes with 'high' expression across cells. In each cell, expressed genes are sorted in decreasing order of expression and the top 10% are marked as highly expressed. To focus on genes that are frequently highly expressed across cells, we discard half of the genes that are highly expressed in the fewest cells. This approach yields a set of genes that are highly expressed across cells, but still allows for variability in gene expression.

In the following, we describe our approach for [ra]{.ul}ndom [f]{.ul}orest based [si]{.ul}milarity [l]{.ul}earning (RAFSIL) from scRNA-seq data. We developed two methods, RAFSIL1 and RAFSIL2, which are both two-step procedures. They share a feature-construction step and then apply different types of RF based similarity learning.

2.2 RAFSIL: feature construction
--------------------------------

### 2.2.1 RAFSIL gene filtering and clustering

For the RAFSIL methods, we apply the frequency filter described above, and then derive gene clusters as follows: first, PCA is applied to the gene-filtered expression matrix ***X*** (treating genes as observations and cells as features), and we keep the most informative principal components as selected by the 'elbow method' ([@bty260-B39]). Next, we apply k-means clustering (`kmeans``++`; [@bty260-B2]; [@bty260-B28]) to this reduced representation of genes and derive gene clusters, where we determine the number of clusters by finding the elbow point of the sum of squared errors as a function of increasing cluster numbers. This yields a partition of frequency-selected genes into *k* disjoint clusters.

### 2.2.2 RAFSIL Spearman feature space construction

Gene clustering decomposes the column space of ***X*** into orthogonal sub-spaces, and we characterize each cell based on its similarities with all other cells in each sub-space. Specifically, we calculate *n *×* n* cell--cell similarity matrices $\left\{ C_{1},\ldots,C_{k} \right\}$ using Spearman rank correlation and genes restricted to the respective clusters derived beforehand. Spearman rank correlation is used rather than Pearson correlation because of its robustness to outliers ([@bty260-B10]). For each similarity matrix *C~i~* we then perform PCA, and again keep *m~i~* informative principal components identified by the elbow method. This yields *k* matrices $\left\{ \mathbf{F}_{i} \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times m_{i}} \right\}_{i = 1}^{k}$ based on genes in cluster *i*, where each cell is embedded by its principal components derived from local similarities (i.e., similarities calculated using only genes in a gene cluster). We then construct a final feature matrix ***F*** by juxtaposing matrices from individual gene clusters: $$\mathbf{F} = \left( \,\mathbf{F}_{1}\,,\,\mathbf{F}_{2}\,,\,\ldots\,,\,\mathbf{F}_{k}\, \right)$$ The number of columns in $\mathbf{F}$ (i.e. the number of features $\overset{\sim}{p} = \sum_{i = 1}^{k}m_{i}$) is data-dependent, and each cell *j* is now described by a feature vector $\mathbf{f}_{j} \in \mathbb{R}^{\overset{\sim}{p}}$ (the *j*-th row of ***F***). In the following, we use these features for RF based similarity learning.

2.3 RAFSIL: RAndom Forest based SImilarity Learning
---------------------------------------------------

RFs are an established classification method based on ensembles of decision trees ([@bty260-B4]). However, they can also be used in an unsupervised setting to infer similarities between objects ([@bty260-B5]; [@bty260-B35]). Here, we present two variations of this general strategy.

### 2.3.1 RAFSIL1

Here, we describe an approach for RF based similarity learning ([@bty260-B5]; [@bty260-B35]) that has been applied to various types of biomedical data ([@bty260-B34]; [@bty260-B33]) and is implemented in the `randomForest` package for the `R` programming language ([@bty260-B26]). In [@bty260-B31], the RAFSIL1 approach (without the feature construction step) was applied to Cytometry by Time of Flight (CyTOF) data, where protein expression of several marker genes (typically less than 50) is assessed.

Next, we briefly summarize RF based similarity learning: To cast the unsupervised similarity learning problem into a problem suitable for RFs, a 'synthetic' dataset is generated, for instance by randomly shuffling the values of each feature independently; then, an RF classifier is trained to distinguish the shuffled data from the un-shuffled data (***F*** in our notation). Let $\mathbf{f}_{\mathbf{i}}$ denote the *i*-th row of ***F***. If we assume the RF classifier contains *N* trees and define $\left. \mathtt{nt}(\mathbf{f}_{\mathbf{i}},\mathbf{f}_{\mathbf{j}} \right)$ as the number of trees that classify cells $\mathbf{f}_{\mathbf{i}}$ and $\mathbf{f}_{\mathbf{j}}$ via the same leaf, then the RF based *n *×* n* similarity matrix ***S*** is defined via $\left. S_{ij} = \mathtt{nt}(\mathbf{f}_{\mathbf{i}},\mathbf{f}_{\mathbf{j}} \right)/N$. A corresponding dissimilarity matrix ***D*** can then be obtained via $D_{ij} = 1 - S_{ij}$. In the following, we use the term similarity and dissimilarity interchangeably, referring to ***S*** and ***D***, respectively. Repeating this procedure *B* times allows us to aggregate individual similarity matrices $\mathbf{S}^{i}$ into a final matrix $\mathbf{S} = \sum_{i}^{B}\mathbf{S}^{i}/B$ and corresponding ***D***. We used *B* = 50 for our experiments.

### 2.3.2 RAFSIL2

We now describe how we use the RF classifier to construct (dis)similarity matrices without the need for synthetically generated datasets. The general idea, as in the above method, is to exploit feature dependence. However, we proceed as follows: After selecting a single feature *j* (the *j-*th column of the feature matrix ***F***) we quantize its values to derive class labels $\left\{ c_{i} \right\}_{i = 1}^{n}$ for all cells. We use partitioning around medoids as implemented by the `pamk` function provided by the R package `fpc` ([@bty260-B16]), which also estimates the optimal number of clusters. Then, we remove the *j*-th column from ***F*** and use the RF classifier to learn the obtained class labels with this reduced dataset. The resulting RF then yields a similarity between cells as described above. Repeating this procedure for all features yields $\overset{\sim}{p}$ RF classifiers with corresponding similarity measures $\mathbf{S}^{i}$, and averaging as described for RAFSIL1 above results in a final pair of similarity and dissimilarity matrices ***S*** and ***D***, respectively. As before, we use the `randomForest` package for R ([@bty260-B26]) with its default forest size of 500 trees.

2.4 Performance evaluation
--------------------------

To evaluate our approach, we apply RAFSIL1/2 to ten scRNA-seq datasets that have pre-annotated cell populations, and we compare results with current state of the art approaches. We distinguish three different scenarios, namely similarity learning, dimension reduction and clustering. All of these play critical roles in exploring, visualizing and interpreting scRNA-seq data, but they have different objectives and we evaluate them accordingly.

### 2.4.1 Similarity learning

For similarity learning, we compare our method with SIMLR ([@bty260-B47]b), the only scRNA-seq method that advertises similarity learning. In addition, we explored common similarity/dissimilarity measures: Euclidean distance, Pearson and Spearman correlation, applied to the full (ALL), frequency-filtered (FRQ) and highly-expressed (HiE) sets of genes (see Section 2.1 for details on the gene sets). Following [@bty260-B47]b) the metric we choose to evaluate similarity learning is the nearest neighbor error (NNE) [@bty260-B43]. The NNE is calculated by using a nearest neighbor classifier based on the target similarity to be evaluated: for a given set of labeled cells, an unlabeled cell is classified with the same label as its most similar labeled neighbor. Predictions for each cell are obtained via 10-fold cross-validation (CV), and the NNE then reports the fraction of mis-classified cells. Because in the 10-fold CV procedure data are randomly split into 10 folds (9 for training, 1 for validation) we report averages over 20 runs. The NNE is a direct reflection of how well the learned dissimilarity measure captures the pre-annotated class labels. For SIMLR we used the SIMLR R package ([@bty260-B46]), provided it with all genes (ALL) and evaluated the similarity matrix returned by the `SIMLR` function with default options. For SIMLR we needed to provide the option `normaliz``e = T``RUE` for the Treutlein dataset, otherwise the program would abort. We have indicated this by putting the respective values in parentheses in the relevant result tables.

### 2.4.2 Dimension reduction

To evaluate the results of dimension reduction, we use the same NNE metric as for evaluating similarity (see above), but in this case applied to the reduced-dimensional projection. That is, we first perform similarity learning. Then we use the resulting similarity matrix as input for a dimension reduction algorithm, which sees each cell as a vector of its' similarities. Finally we calculate the NNE based on Euclidean distance in the reduced-dimensional space.

For all methods, we choose two as the number of dimensions to project down to, and we compared the following approaches for dimensionality reduction: t stochastic neighbor embedding (tSNE; [@bty260-B44]), PCA and probabilistic PCA (pPCA; [@bty260-B40]). We also skip the similarity learning step and directly apply dimension reduction to cells characterized by their highly expressed genes (Data-HiE in [Table 3](#bty260-T3){ref-type="table"}). For pPCA we used the implementation provided by the `pcaMethods` R package ([@bty260-B36]; [@bty260-B18]) and for tSNE the `Rtsne` R package ([@bty260-B22]). We used tSNE with default values for all datasets except Treutlein, where we set the perplexity to 20.

### 2.4.3 Clustering

We also evaluate the performance of RAFSIL1/2 in the context of clustering; that is, we ask how well group structure inferred based on RAFSIL1/2 similarities agrees with pre-annotated cell populations. This allows us to expand the methods we compare RAFSIL with, because in addition to the approaches we compared with for similarity learning and dimension reduction, we can now add algorithms that have no explicit similarity learning step. Specifically, we add SC3 ([@bty260-B19]), pcaReduce ([@bty260-B51], [@bty260-B50]) and SINCERA ([@bty260-B13]; [@bty260-B14]) to our comparisons. These methods, and SIMLR, are geared towards scRNA-seq clustering, and we provide each method with the number of pre-annotated populations for each dataset and the expression profiles comprising the complete set of expressed genes (ALL).

***Clustering methods.*** For RAFSIL1/2 and Spearman correlation we implemented two clustering strategies. First, using similarities as a vector embedding for each cell, we run k-means clustering (KM) to infer group labels. Second, we perform hierarchical clustering with average linkage (HC) using learned dissimilarities ($1 - \rho$ for Spearman correlation). For k-means clustering we use `kmeans+``+` as provided by the R package `pracma` ([@bty260-B3]), while for hierarchical clustering we use the base functionality provided within R through the `stats` package ([@bty260-B32]). Like for the other methods, we set the number of clusters to the known number of different cell labels ([@bty260-B19]).

***Evaluation metric.*** To evaluate clustering results, we calculate two performance metrics: the adjusted Rand index (ARI) and normalized mutual information (NMI). Both of them are popular metrics to evaluate clustering results in the context of a known labeling in single cell data ([@bty260-B17]; [@bty260-B19]; [@bty260-B45]; [@bty260-B47]b). The ARI is defined as follows: assume, we cluster *n* cells into *k* clusters. Let $\left\{ u_{i} \right\}_{i = 1}^{n}$ denote the inferred cluster labels, and $\left\{ v_{i} \right\}_{i = 1}^{n}$ the pre-annotated labeling. Then $$ARI = \frac{\sum\limits_{ls}\begin{pmatrix}
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\end{pmatrix}}$$ where *l* and *s* enumerate the *k* clusters, and $n_{l} = \sum_{i}^{n}I\left( u_{i} = l \right),\, n_{s} = \sum_{i}^{n}I\left( v_{i} = s \right)$ and $n_{ls} = \sum\limits_{i,j}I\left( u_{i} = l \right)I\left( v_{j} = s \right)$ with $I\left( x = y \right)$ the indicator function that is one for *x *=* y* and zero otherwise. The ARI is one if the inferred labels correspond perfectly to the known labels, and it decreases with increasing disagreement.

For the NMI, let $p_{l} = n_{l}/n$ and $q_{s} = n_{s}/n$ and $z_{ls} = n_{ls}/n$. Then $h\left( u \right) = - \sum\limits_{l}p_{l}\,\text{log}\,\left( p_{l} \right)$ and $h\left( v \right) = - \sum\limits_{s}q_{s}\,\text{log}\,\left( q_{s} \right)$ are the respective entropies of the two clusterings, and $i\left( u,v \right) = \sum\limits_{l,s}z_{ls}\,\text{log}\,\left( z_{ls}/p_{l}/q_{s} \right)$ is their mutual information. The NMI is then defined as $NMI = i\left( u,v \right)/\sqrt{h\left( u \right)h\left( v \right)}$. Like the ARI the NMI is one for perfectly overlapping clusterings, and it decreases with increasing disagreement. It is bounded by zero from below. For ARI and NMI we report median values over 20 clustering runs in our clustering evaluation.

***Clustering in reduced dimensions.*** We also evaluate clustering results after dimension reduction. To do so, we build on the results from evaluating dimension reduction with the NNE (see Section 2.4.2). For each similarity learning approach we assess the corresponding dimension reduction method with the smallest NNE and then perform standard k-means and hierarchical clustering in reduced dimensions. Results are then evaluated as described above. However, here, we use Pearson correlation and not Spearman correlation as a representative for generic similarity learning, because it performs slightly better (see [Table 3](#bty260-T3){ref-type="table"}).

2.5 Data used and software availability
---------------------------------------

Datasets used in the majority of our analyses are summarized in [Table 1](#bty260-T1){ref-type="table"}. Patel, Pollen, Goolam and Treutlein datasets were downloaded from <https://hemberg-lab.github.io/scRNA.seq.datasets/>; Usoskin, Buettner and Kolod datasets were downloaded from <https://github.com/BatzoglouLabSU/SIMLR>. The Engel and Lin datasets can be found in the supporting material of [@bty260-B27] and were downloaded from <http://128.2.210.230:>8080[/](http:///); the label 'Lin' in our result tables refers to the combination of three primary datasets described in the Section 2 there. Finally, the Leng dataset was obtained from <https://bioinfo.uth.edu/scrnaseqdb/>. Table 1.List of datasets analyzed and their attributesDatasetNumber of cellsNumber of genesNumber of populationsSparsity (in %)UnitsReferencesPatel430594850TPM[@bty260-B29]Buettener1829573337FPKM[@bty260-B6]Engel20321 690480TPM[@bty260-B9]Kolod70413 473310CPM[@bty260-B21]Goolam12441 480569CPM[@bty260-B11]Usoskin62217 772478RPM[@bty260-B42]Treutlein8023 271590FPKM[@bty260-B41]Leng46019 084447TPM[@bty260-B25]Pollen30199661167TPM[@bty260-B30]Lin40294371643TPM[@bty260-B27]

For our analysis underlying [Figure 1](#bty260-F1){ref-type="fig"}, the Usoskin and Kolod datasets were re-downloaded to obtain normalized expression values without batch corrections. For Usoskin, data were downloaded this information from the 'External resource [Table 1](#bty260-T1){ref-type="table"}', available at <http://linnarssonlab.org/drg/>; for Kolod, data were downloaded from <https://www.ebi.ac.uk/teichmann-srv/espresso/>.

![RAFSIL2 discovers unwanted variation. This figure shows tSNE plots for two datasets: data from [@bty260-B42] in the first row, and from [@bty260-B21] in the second row. Cells are colored according to biologically meaningful annotations in panels one and three, and according to technical covariates in panels two and four. In both datasets biological annotations are different cell types. Technical covariates are different picking sessions (first row) and different sequencing chips (second row). In the first row, we see that sub-structure in biologically meaningful groupings can be explained through technical variables for both methods. In the second row, this still holds true for RAFSIL2, but SIMLR does not highlight the unwanted technical variation present in the data (for more details see Section 3.2.2).](bty260f1){#bty260-F1}

The RAFSIL R package is available at [www.kostkalab.net/software.html](http://www.kostkalab.net/software.html).

3 Results
=========

3.1 A random forest based approach for single cell similarity learning
----------------------------------------------------------------------

Here we present RAFSIL, a RF based approach for learning similarities from single cell RNA-sequencing data. RF based similarity learning ([@bty260-B35]) is a way to apply RFs ([@bty260-B4]) to unsupervised learning and derive similarities between objects ([@bty260-B5]; [@bty260-B35]). In particular, RF based similarity learning is robust to outliers and has built-in feature selection, which is appealing for analyzing high-dimensional and noisy data, like single cell RNA sequencing profiles. We also note that this approach is fundamentally different from ensemble approaches working with multiple clusterings of a dataset, see ([@bty260-B48], Section 3). To apply RF based similarity learning to single cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq) data, we implemented an approach we call RAFSIL. It is a two-step procedure, where in the first step we pre-process scRNA-seq expression data (feature construction step) and in a second step then perform RF-based similarity learning (similarity learning step).

The feature construction step is a heuristic approach designed to deal with the noise and sparsity typically present in scRNA-seq data ([@bty260-B49]). Briefly, we first find an orthogonal sub-space decomposition of the input space of cells, and then we describe each cell by its 'local' similarities to other cells in each sub-space separately, which we then aggregate to a final feature set. Details on the feature construction step are in Section 2.2.

For the RF-based similarity learning step we explore two different approaches: RAFSIL1 and RAFSIL2. RAFSIL1 is a straight forward application of the methodology of [@bty260-B35] to learn similarities between single cells described by the features recovered in our feature construction step. The general idea is to use RF to discriminate between the real and a synthetic dataset, where the latter is derived from the real data by applying perturbations that destroy feature correlations. Similarity between cells is then quantified by co-classification of pairs of cells via the same leaf across trees in the RF. For RAFSIL2, we apply RFs to unsupervised learning in a different way. For each feature, we quantize its values to derive class labels for cells, and then use the other features to predict these labels using a RF. Similarity is then quantified in the same way as described before. Details about RAFSIL1 and RAFSIL2 are in Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2.

In the following, we show that RAFSIL1/2 compare favorably with current approaches across a variety of scenarios. We also show how the method enables identification of unwanted technical variation in scRNA-seq datasets.

3.2 Similarities learned by random forests accurately characterize single cell RNA sequencing data
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We applied RAFSIL1 and RAFSIL2 to a diverse collection of single cell RNA sequencing datasets ([Table 1](#bty260-T1){ref-type="table"}) and compared their performance with state-of-the-art approaches. In our analyses, we distinguish three scenarios: similarity learning, dimension reduction and clustering. For similarity learning, we evaluate how well inferred pairwise similarities characterize pre-annotated cell populations (i.e. class labels for cells). For dimension reduction, we use the inferred similarities as features and project each cell into two dimensions. We then evaluate how well the resulting euclidean distances between projected cells characterize pre-annotated cell populations. Finally, we also evaluate how accurately inferred similarities allow clustering algorithms to reproduce available class labels; we apply clustering algorithms to two settings: the originally inferred similarities, and similarities in reduced-dimensional projections inferred by dimension reduction approaches.

### 3.2.1 Similarity learning

***Random forest based similarities accurately capture cell population structure in scRNA-seq data.*** We applied our RAFSIL algorithms to ten datasets (see [Table 1](#bty260-T1){ref-type="table"}), where labels for cell populations have been pre-annotated. We assess the learned similarities in terms of the NNE, which is the mis-classification rate of a nearest neighbor classifier (see Section 2.4.1 for details). We compare RAFSIL1/2 to SIMLR ([@bty260-B47]b), which performs similarity learning specifically for scRNA-seq data, and to (dis)similarities as assessed by Euclidean distance, Spearman and Pearson correlation. For the latter three we assess three gene selection strategies: ALL, FRQ and only HiE; see Section 2.4 for a more detailed description.

Results are summarized in [Table 2](#bty260-T2){ref-type="table"}. We see that RAFSIL1/2 and SIMLR learn similarities that accurately characterize annotated cell populations (i.e. they have low NNE). We also find that RAFSIL and SIMLR substantially outperform Euclidean distance and the two correlation-based similarities, and that RAFSIL2 shows the best overall performance. For the Euclidean distance and the correlation-based approaches we also observe that focusing on highly expressed genes improves performance for all of them. Table 2.Nearest neighbor error values for similarity learning (in percent, lower is better)MethodPatelButtenerEngelKolodGoolamUsoskinTreutleinLengPollenLinAverageRAFSIL11.63.81.0**0.0**2.42.610.05.03.7**4.7**3.5RAFSIL2**1.4**3.8**0.00.0**3.2**0.86.24.1**4.35.2**2.9**SIMLR2.4**1.6**3.4**0.0**43.1(25)[^a^](#tblfn3){ref-type="table-fn"}14.836.26.0Pearson-ALL1.957.738.99.73.210.520.049.612.314.421.8Pearson-FRQ2.158.242.410.42.47.212.542.810.314.720.3Pearson-HiE3.533.515.39.81.64.711.248.56.310.414.5Spearman-ALL2.857.712.80.9**0.8**15.128.858.72.013.719.3Spearman-FRQ1.957.710.30.9**0.8**10.18.844.6**1.7**13.215.0Spearman-HiE14.443.49.91.82.47.410.029.15.38.513.2Euclidean-ALL30.051.648.324.72.414.521.244.66.022.426.6Euclidean-FRQ2.157.739.910.52.47.412.545.99.313.720.1Euclidean-HiE4.033.513.88.81.63.712.547.47.010.714.3[^1][^2][^3]

### 3.2.2 Dimension reduction

***Dimension reduction improves similarity learning.*** We performed dimension reduction on the learned similarities obtained from RAFSIL1/2, and compared results with the same methods used in the previous section: SIMLR and Euclidean distance, as well as Spearman and Pearson correlation. We again use the NNE as a quality metric (on Euclidean distances in the reduced-dimensional space, for all methods), and results are summarized in [Table 3](#bty260-T3){ref-type="table"}. As a baseline approach we also included dimension reduction directly on the expression data (Data in [Table 3](#bty260-T3){ref-type="table"}); this is different from the other methods, where we apply dimension reduction to cells described by their similarities with other cells (see Section 2.4.2). Table 3.Nearest neighbor error values for dimension reduction (in percent, lower is better)MethodPatelButtenerEngelKolodGoolamUsoskinTreutleinLengPollenLinAverageRAFSIL1-tSNE**1.9**3.80.5**0.0**4.01.07.5**4.1**2.7**5.53.1**RAFSIL1-PCA8.14.411.3**0.0**9.721.512.526.512.624.913.2RAFSIL1-pPCA7.74.411.3**0.0**9.722.515.025.412.324.413.3RAFSIL2-tSNE**1.9**2.7**0.00.0**4.8**0.6**6.24.64.09.23.4RAFSIL2-PCA10.26.65.9**0.0**4.85.612.525.916.333.112.1RAFSIL2-pPCA9.87.14.9**0.0**4.05.311.226.314.330.611.4SIMLR-tSNE3.73.34.4**0.0**4.85.5(26.2)[^a^](#tblfn6){ref-type="table-fn"}19.83.015.78.6SIMLR-PCA6.7**2.2**27.10.111.36.4(43.8)36.322.951.020.8SIMLR-pPCA7.4**2.2**27.60.19.75.9(45)37.022.353.221.0Data-HiE-tSNE7.412.114.30.31.63.715.037.03.310.710.5Data-HiE-PCA40.725.813.31.44.834.131.256.116.340.526.4Data-HiE-pPCA40.528.614.31.47.333.332.557.417.341.527.4Euclidean-HiE-tSNE4.44.43.90.46.58.223.839.15.321.111.7Euclidean-HiE-PCA36.57.735.07.025.858.732.552.819.939.131.5Euclidean-HiE-pPCA36.08.839.46.828.257.732.553.020.338.832.2Pearson-HiE-tSNE2.89.33.0**0.0**1.62.117.524.1**2.3**20.18.3Pearson-HiE-PCA25.123.116.30.12.427.812.549.110.627.919.5Pearson-HiE-pPCA24.023.117.20.32.427.515.047.611.328.119.7Spearman-HiE-tSNE3.311.01.0**0.00.8**3.2**5.0**15.43.018.46.1Spearman-HiE-PCA37.226.99.40.3**0.8**33.4**5.0**61.713.032.322.0Spearman-HiE-pPCA36.327.512.80.33.232.56.259.112.630.622.1[^4][^5][^6]

We observe that dimension reductions obtained using tSNE ([@bty260-B44]) perform better (on average) than those obtained with PCA or pPCA. Interestingly, we find that (dis)similarities in the reduced-dimensional space perform almost always better than in the original (dis)similarities (see [Table 3](#bty260-T3){ref-type="table"}). The main exception is RAFSIL2, which performs better using original similarities. We again see that approaches designed for scRNA-seq typically outperform more generic methods, and RAFSIL1 and RAFSIL2 have lower NNE compared with SIMLR. We note that Spearman correlation on highly-expressed genes, followed by tSNE, has good average performance comparable with RAFSIL1/2 and SIMLR.

We also visualize results from similarity learning and dimension reduction in [Supplementary Figure S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. We find clear differences in the inferred similarities between methods for some datasets (especially for Leng and Usoskin, but also for Buettner), and this is reflected in the respective two-dimensional projections. Overall, RAFSIL and SIMLR are able to more clearly separate cell populations compared with Euclidean distance and Spearman correlation. Also, we note that the good performance of RAFSIL2 (in terms of NNE, see [Table 3](#bty260-T3){ref-type="table"}) is clearly reflected, probably most pronounced for the Leng dataset. Overall, this shows that RAFSIL2 can improve the visualization (and therefore discovery) of group/population structure in scRNA-seq data.

***RAFSIL can discover unwanted variation in scRNA-seq data.*** In practice, dimension reduction is typically used for exploratory data analysis, for instance to find group structure in the data that might correspond to novel (sub)populations of cells. However, it can also be a valuable tool for data quality control, for instance when color coding additional information about cells (covariates) in a two-dimensional projection of the data. [Figure 1](#bty260-F1){ref-type="fig"} demonstrates this approach. The first row depicts tSNE plots for the Usoskin dataset, with RAFSIL2 projections in the first two panels and SIMLR projections in panels three and four. Color coding each cell with biological labels (four principal neuronal types) we see a clear separation with both approaches (panels one and three), but with substantial structure inside each neuronal cell type. Panels two and three reveal that this structure is likely a technical artifact. In these panels, we color the cells according to a technical variable (different cell picking sessions). For both approaches, RAFSIL and SIMLR, we clearly see that the perceived sub-structure in different neuronal types can largely be explained by the picking session. For clarity, we have annotated one cell type (tyrosine hydroxylase containing neurons) in panels one and three with the colors of the technical annotation in the adjacent plot that correlate with prominent sub-clusters.

The second row in [Figure 1](#bty260-F1){ref-type="fig"} is set up in the same way, just this time using the data of [@bty260-B21]. Here, the biological color coding corresponds to different culturing conditions of mouse embryonic stem cells, while the technical variable denotes different sequencing chips. In the RAFSIL representation (panels one and two), we again see sub-structure in the biological annotation that perfectly corresponds to technical annotation (different sequencing chips). For this dataset SIMLR also recapitulates the biological group structure (panel three), but does not pick up the presence of confounding technical variation (panel four).

In summary, [Figure 1](#bty260-F1){ref-type="fig"} shows that RAFSIL can detect unwanted technical variation in scRNA-seq data, also in cases where other methods do not. We note that in both publications the authors corrected for batch effects, and we have used the uncorrected data for these analyses. In practice, this type of approach is mainly useful to assess if corrections for known technical factors are successful, or to rule out that discovered group structure corresponds to known covariates. Also, we note that the choice of dimension reduction technique plays a role in these analyses; for instance, when using PCA instead of tSNE things become considerably less clear (data not shown). However, this is not unexpected given the good performance of tSNE as a dimension reduction method (see [Table 3](#bty260-T3){ref-type="table"}).

### 3.2.3 Clustering

***Random forest based similarities accurately recapitulate annotated cell populations.*** Next, we explored the performance of RAFSIL1/2 in terms of cell clustering, which is commonly used to discover population/group structure in scRNA-seq data and constitutes an essential step for most analyses in this field. To do so, we used the dissimilarities learned by RAFSIL1/2 in two ways: (i) to perform hierarchical clustering of cells (HC) and (ii) as input for k-means clustering (KM), taking each cell as a vector of its similarities with all cells in the dataset. We use the ARI and NMI as quality measures (see Section 2.4.3 for details), and results are summarized in [Table 4](#bty260-T4){ref-type="table"}. As before, we compared RAFSIL1/2 to SIMLR and Spearman correlation, and added the direct application of HC and KM to the expression data (Data in [Table 4](#bty260-T4){ref-type="table"}). Because there are more methods for clustering scRNA-seq data than for similarity learning, we added additional comparisons with SC3, SINCERA and pcaReduce that do not implement similarity learning but perform clustering. Table 4.ARI and NMI values for clustering methods across ten datasets (in percent, higher is better)PatelBuettnerEngelKolodGoolamUsoskinTreutleinLengPollenLinAverageMethodARINMIARINMIARINMIARINMIARINMIARINMIARINMIARINMIARINMIARINMIARINMIRAFSIL1-KM89.688.4**93.590.5**27.747.0**100.0100.0**54.473.576.977.834.859.2**49.763.2**84.492.051.973.666.376.5RAFSIL1-HC95.894.390.487.134.646.3**100.0100.091.490.6**75.073.054.368.943.458.485.193.653.176.772.378.9RAFSIL2-KM88.587.581.676.675.876.8**100.0100.0**54.473.564.775.455.372.439.150.182.691.849.272.569.177.7RAFSIL2-HC97.095.584.380.6**93.492.6100.0100.091.490.692.690.088.982.4**36.753.091.6**95.5**54.781.2**83.186.1**SIMLR80.984.988.888.810.625.7**100.0100.0**47.165.566.072.8(23.8)[^a^](#tblfn9){ref-type="table-fn"}(45.6)24.034.484.492.242.274.256.868.4SC3**98.998.4**88.786.146.064.2**100.0100.0**54.473.584.581.654.363.132.855.5**95.8**95.3**58.882.1**71.480.0pcaReduce47.860.339.845.917.418.296.194.245.962.254.760.437.638.621.725.589.193.151.374.450.157.3SINCERA91.389.850.747.623.031.199.699.239.358.052.461.727.850.58.712.385.593.445.569.452.461.3Spearman-HiE-KM35.046.225.433.367.763.645.751.264.780.328.435.462.274.75.610.080.489.246.471.746.155.6Spearman-HiE-HC20.244.80.12.147.053.00.10.659.176.10.31.364.171.20.32.79.538.325.868.822.735.9Data-HiE-KM78.175.638.542.215.117.963.175.342.348.028.937.018.933.43.413.971.284.951.876.541.150.5Data-HiE-HC20.436.94.517.110.411.80.20.833.541.35.09.432.837.7−0.60.87.935.98.942.412.323.4[^7][^8][^9]

We see that domain-specific methods for scRNA-seq clustering perform well, and that RAFSIL2 (using hierarchical clustering) has the best average performance, with SC3 and RAFSIL1-KM performing better for some datasets (Buettner, Patel and Leng). Interestingly, k-means clustering appears to perform better when directly applied to the data or in the context of Spearman correlation, while hierarchical clustering works better for RF derived distances.

***Dimension reduction improves clustering.*** Motivated by our previous result of decreased NNE for reduced-dimension embeddings obtainable by tSNE, we applied clustering after dimension reduction for the methods we studied before (clustering-only approaches do not allow for dimension reduction). Results are summarized in [Table 5](#bty260-T5){ref-type="table"}, please see Section 2.4.3 for details on the Methods. Like before, we observe an overall better performance of clustering when using data with reduced dimensionality, again with the exception of RAFSIL2, which performs better in high dimensions. Also, comparing clustering results with similarity learning results, we find that using the original dissimilarity matrix RAFSIL2 had the smallest NNE and also the best clustering performance; for reduced dimensions, RAFSIL1 has the smallest NNE and also shows the best clustering performance. We finally note that the fact that RAFSIL2 performs worse than RAFSIL1 in this scenario is driven by its poor performance on the Kolod dataset. This relates to our previous discussion of [Figure 1](#bty260-F1){ref-type="fig"}: batch effect removal may not have been successful for this dataset, and RAFSIL2's clustering performance reflects the situation depicted in the first panel of the second row, where cell groupings induced by cell picking session dominate biological variation. Table 5.ARI and NMI values for clustering methods across ten datasets after dimension reduction (in percent, higher is better)PatelBuettnerEngelKolodGoolamUsoskinTreutleinLengPollenLinAverageMethodARINMIARINMIARINMIARINMIARINMIARINMIARINMIARINMIARINMIARINMIARINMIRAFSIL1-tSNE-KM96.895.7**93.590.544.755.9100.0100.0**54.473.561.771.533.858.246.461.189.0**94.9**48.674.166.977.5RAFSIL1-tSNE-HC93.491.8**93.590.5**26.646.3**100.0100.0**54.473.564.675.854.870.946.662.489.2**94.9**50.176.3**67.778.2**RAFSIL2-tSNE-KM**97.596.3**87.383.126.646.334.941.754.473.565.577.155.072.4**48.7**60.088.093.342.171.260.071.5RAFSIL2-tSNE-HC**97.596.3**87.585.024.845.130.938.954.473.565.978.5**55.872.5**30.946.287.593.348.873.658.470.3SIMLR-tSNE-KM90.889.688.888.810.625.7**100.0100.0**47.165.566.073.4(27.3)[^a^](#tblfn11){ref-type="table-fn"}(30.0)47.1**65.5**82.490.541.371.860.170.1SIMLR-tSNE-HC80.984.988.888.810.625.7**100.0100.0**47.165.566.073.4(40.7)(41.7)47.7**65.5**72.588.442.174.259.670.7Data-tSNE-KM71.572.233.433.018.018.992.690.035.852.6**84.980.2**31.655.116.726.482.388.854.4**78.5**52.159.6Data-tSNE-HC66.467.325.629.724.129.359.263.445.962.780.474.540.552.71.89.5**94.3**93.4**55.0**77.549.356.0Pearson-tSNE-KM88.586.229.233.628.935.4**100.0100.058.274.0**64.966.640.262.06.910.978.691.148.173.054.463.3Pearson-tSNE-HC87.585.327.335.633.551.1**100.0100.0**48.571.263.666.053.365.214.717.284.392.842.972.755.565.7[^10][^11]

***RAFSIL approaches yield robust clustering solutions.*** To assess the robustness of clustering solutions, we randomly excluded 10% of cells from each dataset and re-ran each clustering approach 20 times. [Figure 2](#bty260-F2){ref-type="fig"} summarizes the results. We see substantial variability in the ARI for most datasets and most methods across re-sampling runs; in terms of performance as measured by ARI averaged across datasets, RAFSIL2 (with hierarchical clustering) performs best with SC3 coming in second. This is consistent with our previous results obtained with the full data (see [Table 4](#bty260-T4){ref-type="table"}). Next, we looked at variability and calculated the interquartile range (IQR) across res-sampling runs for each method analyzing each dataset, and then averaged across datasets (aIQR). SC3 exhibits the most stable clustering solutions (5% aIQR); RAFSIL2-HC is a bit worse with 7% aIQR, but a bit better than SIMLR, which has 8% aIQR. The method pcaReduce performs worst in terms of stability with an aIQR of 14%. Overall, we find that RAFSIL produces relatively stable clustering solutions with good ARI.

![RAFSIL2 yields accurate and robust clustering solutions. Panels are box plots of the ARI for ten datastes, across 20 instances of randomly sampling 90% of available cells. The panel labeled 'Average' represents the mean performance across all ten datasets. We see that RAFSIL2 followed by hierarchical clustering has the best performance, followed by SC3 and then the other RAFSIL-type methods. In terms of robustness SC3 performs best, while pcaReduce shows the highest variability (see Section 3.2.3 for a more detailed discussion). KM, k-means; HC, hierarchical clustering; HiE, highly expressed genes.](bty260f2){#bty260-F2}

***RAFSIL can estimate the number of populations in a scRNA-seq dataset.*** Here, we ask whether RAFSIL can estimate the number of populations present in a scRNA-seq dataset. Briefly, we apply RAFSIL1/2 followed by hierarchical clustering (RAFSIL1/2-HC) and retrieve the corresponding series of cell partitions with increasing cluster numbers. To those we apply the Calinski--Harabasz criterion ([@bty260-B7]), where each cell is described by its corresponding row in the scaled feature matrix ***F*** (see Section 2.2). We compared RAFSIL with SC3 and SINCERA in [Supplementary Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. We find that RAFSIL1/2 perform well (RAFSIL2-HC is amongst the most accurate methods for the most datasets), but overall there is little difference between the approaches.

***Additional analyses.*** In addition to the analyses described above, we also compared our method to the neural network based approach of [@bty260-B27]. Lin et al. provide the data they used to assess their method, so we calculated performance metrics for RAFSIL1/2 and SC3 (without any gene filtering, to be consistent with the authors) and compared them to [Table 2](#bty260-T2){ref-type="table"} from [@bty260-B27]. Results are shown in [Supplementary Table S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, where everything except the RAFSIL1/2 and SC3 lines has been taken from their publication. We see that the RAFSIL approaches (especially RAFSIL2) are competitive with the NN based approach, even though we do not make use of a supervised training phase.

We also studied the clustering performance of RAFSIL1/2 performing only the feature construction step, and only the similarity learning step, respectively. Results are summarized in [Supplementary Table S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. We see that RAFSIL1/2 outperform these 'reduced' approaches, highlighting the value of both of these steps in our approach. Nevertheless, feature construction alone followed by k-means clustering also performs well overall.

4 Discussion and conclusion
===========================

We have presented RAFSIL, a two-step approach for learning similarities between single cells based on whole transcriptome sequencing data. Accurately inferring such similarities is an important step in single cell RNA sequencing studies, because they form the basis for identification, visualization and interpretation of group structure. And reliable and accurate inference of group structure is necessary for discovery of new (sub)types of cells, for improved characterization and understanding of existing types of cells, for decoding the cellular composition healthy (and abnormal) tissue types, and more. We analyzed a diverse collection of datasets and show that RAFSIL performs well in similarity learning, on average outperforming SIMLR (to our knowledge the only other similarity learning approach geared specifically towards the scRNA-seq domain) as well as several generic approaches. In addition, the SIMLR algorithm requires a known (or pre-determined) number of clusters to calculate similarities, but reasonable estimates are not always available in practice. RAFSIL has no such requirement. We also show that RAFSIL similarities improve dimension reduction and data visualization, and that they can be used to discover unwanted technical variation in single cell RNA sequencing datasets. Finally, comparing clustering solutions obtained with RAFSIL similarities with state-of-the-art methods, we show that RAFSIL2 followed by hierarchical clustering is highly competitive, outperforming all other methods on average, and also individually on most datasets we studied.

RAFSIL implements a two-step procedure, first feature construction, and then similarity learning using random forests (RFs); it is flexible and easy to modify, expand and optimize. Our current feature construction step is a heuristic that reflects what we found to work well with scRNA-seq data we studied, but it is meant to be adapted as technology (and methodology) develops. For instance, including prior information about groups of genes (for example based on functional annotation databases) may improve performance. Likewise, we presented two strategies to apply RFs to unsupervised similarity learning (RAFSIL1 and RAFSIL2), but different approaches, perhaps more principled ones, can be imagined. Currently, the running time of RAFSIL algorithms is comparable to methods like SC3 and SIMLR, and datasets with on the order of thousand cells can be analyzed without any problems. However, a truly large scale implementation for datasets with hundreds of thousands of cells (or more) would be desirable and is one of our future research directions.

Some limitations of our study include that, while we compared RAFSIL extensively, our work is not exhaustive and results are restricted to the data we analyzed. However, we cover a variety of scRNA-seq technologies and computational approaches, and exhaustive comparisons considering all combinations of reasonable choices for gene filtering, dimension reduction, and clustering across many datasets quickly become infeasible. Along the same lines, we report that dimension reduction improves similarity learning and clustering, but only study projection into two-dimensional spaces (*k* = 2). While exploring larger choices for *k* might in principle be worthwhile for some methods, the fact that tSNE performed clearly best in our analysis might argue against it. The reason is that tSNE is known to perform well for projection into two to three dimensions, but runs into problems for higher *k* ([@bty260-B44]). Further on, we (and others) compare methods based on performance metrics like averages over adjusted Rand indexes (aARI) or average NMI. However, our re-sampling experiment assessing robustness of clustering solutions (by repeatedly leaving out 10% of cells in a given dataset randomly) yields inter quartile ranges of the aARI between 5% and 14% (depending on the clustering method used). This implies that small performance differences are typically not robust to changing a small amount of cells in a dataset. While these values might be affected by the relatively small number of re-sampling runs (20), we believe it highlights the need for this type of analysis in the context of performance comparisons for single cell RNA-seq data methodology in general.

To summarize, we presented RAFSIL, a random forest based approach for similarity learning from single cell RNA sequencing data. We show that it performs well on a variety of datasets and believe it will be a useful tool for bioinformatics researchers working in this domain.
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[^1]: ALL, all expressed genes; FRQ, frequency-filtered genes; HiE, highly-expressed genes.

[^2]: The best-performing method in each column is in boldface.

[^3]: Parentheses indicate that SIMLR was run with different parameters for this dataset.

[^4]: tSNE, t stochastic neighbor embedding; PCA, principal component analysis; pPCA, probabilistic PCA.

[^5]: The best-performing method in each column is in boldface.

[^6]: Parentheses indicate that SIMLR was run with different parameters for this dataset.

[^7]: KM, k-means; HC, hierarchical clustering.

[^8]: The best-performing method in each column is in boldface.

[^9]: Parentheses indicate that SIMLR was run with different parameters for this dataset.

[^10]: The best-performing method in each column is in boldface.

[^11]: Parentheses indicate that SIMLR was run with different parameters for this dataset.
